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What is a currency?
●

●

●

●

●

A currency is a system of money, issued by a
trusted entity such as the Government
Currencies are usually backed by some guarantee of
its value (gold, debt, Govt etc)
Currencies are often legal tender, which means they
cannot be refused as payment for debt
Currencies are usually paper or coin, but there have
been other forms (shells, plastic etc)
Digital currency is a new development
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The Currency of Yap Island
●

●

●

●

Yap Island is a small island, part of the Federated
States of Micronesia (FSM) in the Pacific
The islanders have multiple traditional currencies
One of them are large cylindrical stones that are
brought from a neighbouring island by boat
The value of each ‘coin’ is dependent on it size and
hence the difficulty with which it can be brought to
the island
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Yap Island (2)
●

●

●

●

After a while, people found it difficult to transport
the stone money during transactions
As it was an island, the ‘money’ was dumped in
different locations but still used for transactions
without moving the stones
One such ‘coin’ fell into the sea while being
transported by boat
But this coin was also used as currency later,
assuming it was located under water!
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Currencies, Trust and Confidence
●

●

●

●

Therefore, the value of a currency is based on:
–

The trust that users have in the currency

–

The size of the community that supports it

The value is not always based on the actual worth
of the coin
In other words, currency is a ‘token’ of a consensus
decision
Digital currencies and many other private currencies
are also tokens
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Trusted Intermediaries
●

●

●

●

●

We are used to dealing with ordinary currency, which is
technically called fiat currency
Fiat currencies require a trusted intermediary such as the
Government or Banks to facilitate and guarantee transactions
Because of the intermediary, digital transactions are always
traceable (unlike cash transactions)
Intermediaries are able to stop transactions and freeze accounts
of individuals or institutions
Sometimes trusted intermediaries abuse the trust of others (or
get hacked)
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An Alternative Currency
●

●

What if we had a currency that was different?
–

“Digital cash” that is untraceable

–

Did not require a trusted central intermediary

–

Parties could transact directly

But there are problems
–

The Internet has many malicious nodes

–

Double spending problem

–

Record-keeping without a central database

–

Ensuring records are not hackable
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Cryptocurrency
●

A cryptocurrency is an alternative digital currency:
–

Decentralized, peer-to-peer, has no central authority (no central bank
or Government) & is open to anyone in the world

–

Can operate with moderate privacy (pseudo-anonymity), even in an
environment where not all actors are honest

–

Mimics fiat currency by producing new currency collectively, at a
publicly-defined rate, through a public process called “mining”

–

Not backed by gold, but can still be used as medium of exchange
based on the perception of utility by its community
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Cryptocurrencies (2)
●

●

●

●

Parties participating in transactions are pseudoanonymous, and transactions take place using
cryptographic techniques
Cryptocurrencies use different mechanisms to
account for the movement of money
The most exciting of these is the blockchain, which
is simply a public ledger of transactions secured by
cryptographic techniques
Bitcoin was the first full-fledged cryptocurrency. There
are several alternate coins (or altcoin) today
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Bitcoin
●

Initially proposed by an unknown individual or group (Satoshi
Nakamoto), who published a paper Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer
Electronic Cash System in Oct 2008

●

Source code released on Sourceforge as Open Source in 2009

●

Source code handed over to the FOSS community in 2010

●

●

●

The timestamp on the Genesis Block, mined by Nakamoto,
indicates 18:15 GMT on 3 Jan 2009
Subsequent timestamps indicate that he did not try to mine a
large number of blocks for himself, but opened it to the
community
Interestingly, this was the time of the global financial meltdown
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Bitcoin: How it works for the user
●

●

●

●

For running own client:
●

Install a Bitcoin client in your computer

●

Synchronize the blockchain (takes time)

Else use a third-pary client (such as Coinbase, Unocoin)
For sending, enter the sending address and bitcoin
quantity
For receiving
●

●

Generate one or more receiving addresses as required for
receiving btc.
Send the address to the other party
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Buying Bitcoins in India
●

●

●

●

●

Central Bank’s position on Bitcoins has been ambiguous
On the one hand, it has advised caution while transacting
in BTCs
On the other hand, it appears to have approved vendors
who can help users to buy BTCs (eg., Unocoin)
To buy bitcoins, register with a bitcoin exchange (needs
OTP and ID documents) and transfer money to them from
your bank
You can then buy BTCs for the money that you have, and
have it moved to your wallet in about 10-15 min
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Exchange Rate
●

●

●

●

Bitcoin is continuously produced by miners (but in small
quantities) until its theoretical total 100 million in 100
years (from 2009)
Currently about 13 million are in circulation
The demand and supply for bitcoins vary depending on
multiple factors, for example:
●

Perceptions and News

●

Government Policy

The exchange rate has fluctuated widely, almost touching
USD 3000 in June 2017
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Bitcoin Prices

Bitcoin in summary
●

By eliminating third parties, BTC transactions are
direct, quick (≈10-15 min) and private

●

Any amount of bitcoin can be held in a laptop or USB

●

However:
●

If the wallet is lost, the currency is irretrievably lost

●

The market value can fluctuate

●

●

Transactions are usually non-recourse, ie., there is no way
to set right transactions in case of dispute (however, paid
escrow services are available)
Not truly anonymous, only pseudoanonymous
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Use and Abuse of Bitcoin
●

●

●

●

Bitcoin is today used in many establishments across
the world from hotels to airlines, apart from web
sites
Bitcoins have been lost, stolen and misappropriated,
but the basic protocol has not been breached so far
Since consumers are at risk, they use Reputation
and Escrow as mechanisms to protect themselves
Bitcoin recently was in the news after Ransomware
attacks demand payment in bitcoin
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Bitcoin and the Darknet
●

●

●

●

●

The Darknet (mostly based on TOR) provides many anonymous
services selling all kinds of things legitimate and dubious
Most of these sites only accept bitcoin
There is considerable amount of fraud happening in these sites
(not only individual sellers, but entire sites taking off with the
bitcoin balance in user accounts)
The non-recourse nature of bitcoin is advantageous for darknet
merchants but a risk for consumers
Also, there is no guarantee that BTC transactions will be
confirmed in 10 min (in about 0.25% of transactions, it takes
over 1 hour to confirm)
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The Blockchain

The Blockchain
●

The blockchain is at the heart of the Bitcoin

●

It is a public global ledger of all bitcoin transactions

●

●

●

●

Every bitcoin transaction is announced in the Network and a
consensus system is used to weed out false data if any
A “proof-of-work” system (ie., a non-trivial computational task
to increase difficulty) and financial incentives (new bitcoins) are
used to manage contentions
Each miner whose blockchain proposal is accepted by the
community gets some new bitcoins as reward
The blockchain has Byzantine fault tolerance (ie., some of the
community behaves in unexpected ways)
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Cryptographic tools
●

●

●

Multiple cryptographic tools are used to secure
bitcoin transactions and maintain the ledger
Public and private keys are used to secure
transactions between parties
Hashes play a major role in maintaining the block
chain
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Hashes
●

●

●

●

●

A hash is a function that transforms an input string of any
size (“message”) into an output string of a fixed size
(“digest”)
Hashes are “digital fingerprints” of the original file
Hashes are deterministic and extremely sensitive to the
input. A change of a single bit in the input changes the
output completely
Hashes are one-way functions. It is impossible to re-create
the original string from the hash
It is also impossible to predict anything about the
message from the digest
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Hashes (2)
●

●

●

●

Given a hash, it is computationally very expensive to
find any input string that will generate this hash
Some of the weaker hashes (such as md5) were
recently broken. Strong hashes such as SHA1 or
SHA256 remain unbroken
Hashes are an important component of the
blockchain
The “difficult” task while creating a blockchain is to
find a random number that will create a particular
hash
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Blockchain and hashes
●

●

●

●

A blockchain is a public ledger that is computationally
infeasible to tamper with
All blockchain entries (except the very first entry, the
Genesis block) contain a hash of the entire previous
entry
Thus, each entry keeps a digest of the entire history of
blockchain transactions as a hash to the previous
transaction. The cost to this just a few bytes of storage
Any change to any bit of any earlier transaction would
change the entire chain of hashes from then
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New uses of the Blockchain
●

●

●

●

Blockchain provides a secure, tamper-proof way to
record transactions directly between parties, globally,
without any need for a trusted central authority
This makes it a very powerful platform for multiple
applications
Cryptoeconomics is the study of applications built on
the Blockchain
The blockchain enables secure record-keeping
without intermediaries
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Blockchain properties
●

Other interesting effects of recording transactions
through blockchain are:
●

Immutable recording

●

Global in nature, no barriers to entry for anyone

●

Fully public and transparent as required

●

●

The recording is duplicated in many places and is
permanent
Reasonably cheap in terms of computational and
financial costs (unlike banks, for instance)
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Examples of Blockchain use
●

Land transactions

●

Share transactions

●

Financial transactions

●

Voting

●

Secure domain names

●

Escrow for deals

●

Smart contracts
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Alternative Blockchains
●

Etherium

●

Dragonchain

●

Estonian Government, Washington State

●

Chinese Government

●

India’s Central Bank has been “testing” blockchain

●

One of India’s states have joined the Etherium
Foundation
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Conclusion

Conclusion
●

●

●

●

Cryptocurrencies and blockchains are complex,
breakthrough technologies built atop cryptography,
economics and computer networks
They allow many new types of peer-to-peer
transactions with a great deal of privacy
Blockchains have even broader applications and is
considered one of the most promising disruptive
technologies
Created completely by techies, these are now being
adopted by the mainstream industry
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Thank you!
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